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A Practical System Model for the AFE of a Low-IF
Receiver

New single RF mixer, low- or zero-IF output receivers
eliminate the need for external SAW filters, thereby
lowering system costs and power consumption.
By Bart DeCanne
In recent years, the trend toward on-chip integration of complete RF radio receivers
has challenged the hegemony of the superheterodyne radio architecture. IC
designers now aim to achieve similar performance by applying single-conversion
techniques rather than the superheterodyne's topology of double conversion with
channel filtering at a fixed, but relatively high, IF. These new receivers apply a
single RF mixer stage, producing either low- or zero-IF output. They implement
channel selection on-chip, thereby eliminating the need for external SAW filters.
This can result in lower system cost, lower power consumption, and improved
manufacturability because of a smaller number of external components.

Hitting Performance Numbers
However, meeting required performance numbers with single-conversion
architecture is significantly more complex, if at all possible, because of numerous
factors that have traditionally favored Armstrong's superheterodyne receiver
architecture. One of the key issues is that in a low-IF receiver, the RF image channel
(located at a distance of twice the IF frequency from the desired RF channel) is
significantly closer to the desired channel, requiring sharp image reject filtering in
an RF pre-select filter or, more likely, requiring the design of a wideband receiver
AFE with image rejection and channel selection only performed after RF downconversion.
Because neighboring channels pass through it, the AFE should be able to cope with
the largest possible ILs in all receiver stages prior to the channel filter while still
preserving the integrity what may be a weak desired signal. Because the majority of
the channel filter is typically implemented in the digital domain &#151 thanks to
the possibility of implementing digital filters with zero group delay variation &#151
this architecture poses challenging requirements to the dynamic range of the
complete AFE receiver chain as well as to the succeeding ADC.
Furthermore, although the use of CMOS technology for the implementation of the
receiver presents advantages in terms of opportunity for integration with digital
circuitry and thus lowering overall system cost, CMOS exhibits a larger close-in
phase noise of which the power spectral density has a typical 1/f characteristic.
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Finally, the lower transconductance of CMOS compared to bipolar or III/V silicon
processes and its higher passive component tolerances present additional
constraints for designs to ensure robustness over PVT variations.
These are a few of the reasons that commercial implementations of single-chip
direct conversion receivers implemented in CMOS have become available only in
recent years for systems with challenging performance requirements. For instance,
GSM cellular handsets remains an application in which high performance, low power
consumption, and high integration are all key.

The Design
The model described in this discussion will attempt to quantify the effects of nonidealities in individual AFE stages on overall performance. During the architectural
phase of a receiver design, such a model can be used for first-order dimensioning of
individual receiver stages and can give insight as to whether a system specification
can be met with the chosen topology.
After introducing the AFE topology, a review of the effects included in the model
and the introduction of a suitable metric to quantify AFE performance will be
presented. The model is implemented in a spreadsheet showing interactions
between these effects on the performance of individual stages and on overall AFE
performance. It is shown that the selection of gain settings for individual AFE stages
can be treated as an optimization problem, which can be solved numerically in the
spreadsheet using the Excel Solver plug-in. Finally, quantitative results for AFE
performance are interpreted.1

Receiver Topology
Figure 1 illustrates the analog and mixed-signal components of the receiver. The
AFE consists of RF AGC, LNA, RF mixer, PGAs, and ADCs. The RF mixer has a dual
output followed by complex processing for image rejection.
Figure 1 Low-IF receiver
AFE. Click here [1] to
enlarge.

The purpose is to quantify the impact of the following imperfections on overall AFE
performance: thermal noise, LO phase noise, and intermodulation. Thermal noise is
unavoidable and present in all receiver stages. The effect of a stage's thermal noise
on overall performance depends on the stage voltage gain, I/O impedance matching
between succeeding stages, and other fixed external parameters such as signal
bandwidth. LO phase noise impacts performance through the effect of reciprocal
mixing, as shown in Figure 2. Its effect is greater when neighboring channels or
interferers are close to the desired RF channel, when there are more interferers,
and with larger channel bandwidth. For intermodulation distortion, only IP3 effects
are quantified because in a practical receiver, IP3 is likely to be the dominant effect
compared with IP2 intermodulation, which can be reduced by using differential
design. IP3 will deteriorate performance most when two interferers are present at
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frequencies f1 and f2 such that the component at frequency (2 3 f1 - f2) forms an inband signal that cannot be eliminated by the channel selection filter. The model is
limited to two interferers. An extension to additional interferers is straightforward
and may be needed for some systems.
Figure 2. Reciprical
mixing of LO phase noise
with interferer and spur
components. Click here
[2] to enlarge.

The receiver is designed to minimize the total AFE performance degradation caused
by these effects applied to individual receiver stages and their individual effects
appropriately cascaded for the impact on overall AFE performance. DR is a suitable
performance metric for the AFE. For our purposes, DR is defined as the difference in
decibels between the maximum RMS input level (the RMS sum of desired and all
interferer components) and the receiver SL.

Sensitivity Level, Interferer and SNR Issues
The SL is the desired input signal of lowest amplitude for which the receiver can
generate an output of "sufficient quality." Thus, the receiver noise floor should not
be higher than SL - SNR(min), with SNR(min) equal to the minimum required SNR for
the given modulation and channel coding system. SNR(min) is system-dependent
and can be as low as a few decibels for a QPSK-modulated digital satellite television
receiver or may need to be a few tens of decibels for analog systems such as AM
radio and analog NTSC terrestrial video. When the channel filter is fully
implemented in the digital section of the receiver, the sum of AFE DR and SNR(min)
also presents a minimum SNR requirement for the ADC that follows the receiver
AFE. However, by incorporating some channel selectivity within the AFE, the
dynamic range requirement on the ADC (as well as selectivity requirements of the
digital channel selection filter) can be lowered. The DR concept can also help in
trading off analog vs. digital performance requirements of the receiver.
Figure 3 represents DR vs. IL, referenced in decibels vs. SL level, as a linear curve,
up to the point where one or more of the AFE effects listed starts to significantly
degrade performance. Depending on the severity of the relative effects, the
receiver's DR can become either noise-limited (because of thermal or phase noise)
or distortion-limited (IP3). Figure 4a.
Cascaded IP3
calculation with
equal interferer
levels.Click here
[3] to enlarge.
Figure 4b. IP3
calculation with
unequal
interferer
levels.Click here
[4] to enlarge.

At ILs where the curve starts to flatten, the receiver is said to desensitize. For
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example, the AFE dynamic range is insufficient to pass a weak desired signal at SL
and the high ILs without causing overload/clipping of the input signal. Assuming the
AGC attenuates to avoid overload, the receiver's real SL in the presence of these
interferers will have deteriorated by an amount equal to the distance between the
linear 1:1 curve and the actual DR for a given IL. Receiver desensitization, because
of this lack of dynamic range in the AFE, cannot be recovered by post-processing in
the digital part of the receiver.

The AFE
Conceptually, the receiver AFE model can be treated as a black box defined by a set
of externally imposed performance requirements, a set of internal performance
parameters that are obtained from simulation of individual receiver components
(design constants), a performance metric that should be optimized (optimization
criterion), and a number of "knobs" to tweak to achieve best performance during
operation (optimization variables). Table 1 gives an overview of these parameters.
An optimum gain setting for each stage within the "design constraints" of allowable
gain settings should be determined from minimum/maximum gain and gain
increment inputs for each stage such that the overall AFE dynamic range is
maximized for a given set of interferer frequencies and levels.

Modeling Individual Receiver Stages
The RF AGC is modeled as a resistive divider. When the total input signal consisting
of desired and interferer levels becomes too high, a voltage divider attenuates
desired and undesired components by equal amounts when there is no antenna
tuning circuit in front of the RF AGC. The LNA, mixer, and APGA can also have a
variable gain. Because it lowers the signal in all AFE stages, one would expect the
RFAGC to start attenuating the input signal as a last resort and, thus, only at
extremely high interferer amplitudes when the gain settings of other stages are
already at their minimum. However, this is not necessarily the AGC strategy that
yields maximum overall DR.
A separate LNA amplifies the input signal to the RF mixer. Next to having a thermal
noise specification, LNA, mixer, APGA, and ADC are also characterized by an IIP3
number. IIP3 numbers are design constants (e.g., retrieved from transistor-level
simulations). Because higher gain settings can correspond to significantly lower
IIP3, especially for the RF mixer, it may be more accurate to enter a table of IIP3 vs.
gain values for individual stages so that the model will adapt its IIP3 calculation
depending on the selected gain. Note that we use a stage-IIP3 number (e.g., the IP3
referred to the input of the stage itself). The model calculates the cascaded total
AFE IP3 number from these individual stage contributions taking into account stage
gains, I/O impedances and the frequency-selective attenuation of both interferers in
each stage. This is an important caveat: The textbook formula for cascaded IP3
shown in Figure 4a is only valid when both interferers are of the same amplitude
throughout the receive chain.
This is not the case when individual receiver stages are frequency-selective. In that
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case, both interferers at f1 and f2 have unequal amplitudes at various points in the
receive chain (e.g., A1 and A2). Figure 4b shows how to calculate the amplitude of
the resulting IP3 component in this case. The formulas in Figure 4b assume power
and IP3 numbers are expressed in a logarithmic unit.
At high IM3 levels, resulting from high ILs and/or low stage-IIP3 numbers, the
receiver will become "distortion"-limited. The IM3 component (at frequency f0)
should be added in the RMS sense to the desired RMS voltage component at f0, and
the total signal propagating through the receiver AFE is the sum of this component
at f0 and both interferers at f1 and f2.
On one hand, it is desirable for the receiver to use high gain settings to minimize DR
degradation due to thermal noise &#151 the DR limitation due to thermal noise is
noted as DR(TN). On the other hand, lower gain settings reduce IP3 distortion and
are needed at high input levels to avoid overload on any input stage. DR
degradation due to LO phase noise via reciprocal mixing is noted as DR(PN) and
total DR as DR(TN+PN+IP3). To maximize total DR, the stage gain settings can be
treated as the independent variables of an optimization problem with optimization
criterion: maximum DR. The model contains expressions for total input amplitude at
the input of each AFE stage, consisting of desired and interferer signal as well as
noise and IP3 contributions. These expressions are bounded by the overload level
and thus inequalities. Various trade-offs can be run by inputting different values for
the design constants of Table 1. Alternatively, a more advanced model could try to
include these as optimization variables.

Results of Receiver Optimization
It is now possible to interpret some quantitative results obtained with this low-IF
receiver model for a receiver AFE operating at an RF input frequency of 100 MHz (=
f0) with a 200 kHz RF channel bandwidth and using a low-IF in the few hundred
kilohertz range. We use the Excel Solver function to determine the "optimum" stage
gain settings for two (equal) ILs at successively SL+20, SL+30, up to: SL+110 dB.
Assuming SL at 0 dBµV, we can express ILs in dBµV. The interferers are modeled at
frequencies f1 = 100.4 MHz and f2 = 100.8 MHz; thus the IM3 product at (2 3 f1 f2) lands on top of the desired channel.
The DR vs. interferer amplitude curve (each point on the plot is a result of our
optimization and thus the best DR achievable for the corresponding ILs) and the
corresponding gain settings for each receiver stage are shown in Figures 5a and 5b.
Next to overall DR, DR(TN) and DR(PN) subcomponents are also shown.
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